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Dear Elite Swim Club Membership: 

 

              I am proud to announce a new era for the Elite Swim Club. Four of New Jersey’s 

premier swimming programs have decided to merge into one team to better serve their members 

and provide them with enhanced programming.  The 4 teams are: the Elite Swim Club, Scarlet 

Aquatic Club, New Jersey Wave and Bayonne Mermaid-Starfish Swimming.   

 

             To the outside world, we will now be known as “Scarlet Aquatics” with the call letters: 

SCAR. Internally, the Elite Swim Club will now be known as Scarlet-Elite, while the other teams 

will be known as Scarlet-Rutgers, Scarlet-Wave and Scarlet-Bayonne. 

 

             The structure of the merger is as follows: 

 

             1)  All 4 teams will remain financially and legally independent entities until such time as 

the individual clubs merge into Scarlet Aquatics, which entity is in the process of being formed. 

These individual mergers could happen years from now; the outside trigger point is when each 

current head coach leaves their program. Thus, individual team will still have complete 

autonomy for the foreseeable future (each club will continue to design workouts, create their 

own meet schedules, create training cycles and practice schedules, enter their swimmers into 

meets, etc)  

 

            2)  All 4 clubs will eventually (and probably on different dates) merge into a single, 

centralized organization. Other teams may be added; the door is open for additional teams to join 

Scarlet Aquatics. In the meantime, the original 4 clubs will begin the process of setting up 

systems so Scarlet Aquatics can operate as a single entity in the future.  

 

              There is precedent for this type of merger across the country.  Successful swim 

programs like the Palo Alto Swim Club in California, SoNoCo in Connecticut (the team that both 

Coach Ashley and Coach Michelle trained for as age groupers), Crimson Aquatics in 

Massachusetts, Curl-Burke in Maryland and many others are programs were created from a 

collection of smaller clubs combined into one racing team. While in Canada last week, I spent 

some time with Palo Alto Swim Club Coach Scott Shea, picking his brain on how to move 

forward with this merger. Scott was still quite excited about PASA’s merger 8 years after the fact 

(and PASA won USA Swimming’s Jr. Nationals last summer!).  

 







 

 Numerous benefits will result from this merger including: 

 Greater long term stability for all the teams involved. Elite’s “mom & pop” operation 

now will be absorbed into a stable financial & legal entity that will provide an orderly 

succession for Bill & Brandy (years from now), especially in the event of a medical 

crisis.  

 Scarlet-Elite coaches will share coaching philosophies with 20+ other coaches (already 

being done at the Senior level).  

 Scarlet-Elite will now be associated with the premier pool facility in the state: Rutgers! 

 Scarlet-Elite will now be associated with 2 Universities: 1) Rutgers: Head Coach Phil 

Spiniello will train his swimmers this summer with Scarlet-Rutgers and these swimmers 

will race under the Scarlet Aquatics Banner (this provides training opportunities for 

Scarlet- Elite college students) and 2) St. Peter’s University, as Scarlet-Bayonne Head 

Coach Mohamed Abdelaal doubles as St. Peter’s Head Swim Coach. St. Peter’s 

swimmers will also represent SCAR this summer! 

 At meets, Scarlet Aquatics will now have a greater pool of coaches to watch & comment 

on race strategy and stroke technique during races.  

 The 4 teams expect savings on various team expenses, particularly team travel and on 

swimwear and swimming equipment (buying in greater volume= savings). 

 At the moment, the 4 teams host a total of 19 sanctioned NJ Swimming meets, which 

includes 7 Long Course Meets. Swimmers from Scarlet Aquatics will be guaranteed 

entrance into at least 19 of New Jersey’s Swimming’s sanctioned meets, including those 

all-important 7 LCM meets. 

 Ability to run USA Swimming approved “intramural” meets within Scarlet Aquatics to 

meet the needs of the members & yet still provide very strong competition. 

 The 4 teams will work towards sharing resources and spreading the burden within Scarlet 

Aquatics when one or more of the clubs is running a meet. 

 The opportunity, initially just for Senior Level swimmers, to train at times at other sites 

or at Scarlet-Elite with some of the fastest swimmers in the state. 

 Providing Stroke Clinics for athletes where coaches from other sites will be invited to 

participate and share stroke techniques and correction. 

 We will have our own Summer Swim Camp: The Scarlet Swim Camp!!  

At the operations level of each local club, essentially nothing changes immediately 

except the name we will now compete under within NJ/USA Swimming. 

 

          As in any merger, many details need to be worked out. I request that several Scarlet-Elite 

parents volunteer to form a Scarlet-Elite Parent Suggestion Committee, which committee will act  

as a think tank to help us shape this merger. This Scarlet-Elite Parent Suggestion Committee will 

also be asked to send representatives to meet with similar Parent Suggestion Committees from 

the other 3 Scarlet divisions to help each head coach shape our new team.  

 

       This is an exciting time in our history and in our evolution as a team!!  

 

       If you have any questions, please contact me directly at eliteswimclubnj@comcast.net   

 

Go Scarlet!!! 

 

Bill Deatly 
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